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DIARRHEA

USUALLY NOT DISEASE - JUST CLEANING HOUSE

Diarrhea is intestinal material removed before its time. Normally the colon (the last large segment of the digestive system) removes the water from the intestinal juice thus conserving the precious liquid for the body, as it is 98% water. Walking on land with a body like the sea requires constant efficient recycling of water and minerals. An irritated bowel (moving excessively or in spasm) does not allow sufficient time for the water to be reabsorbed. Out goes the premature stool as pressure builds up from behind (to the behind). The reasons for diarrhea are many and are usually interrelated, here are most of them:

- Overfeeding -especially puppies and kittens
- Worms
- Change in food
- Change in environment, water or routine
- Emotional (upset usually due to some kind of change)
- Purification (cleansing)
- Infections

As you can see, most oftentimes diarrhea is not a disease, but a normal response to change in the internal or external environment, an action on the part of the body to maintain health and vitality. The colon is the main excretory organ of the body (with much support from the skin, lungs, liver and kidneys). Short periods of diarrhea are very helpful in removing the impurities reflective of a healthy active immune system doing its job effectively in enhancing Wellness. These short lived bouts of purification are nothing to be concerned about as long as the animal is bright eyed and bushy tailed.

To allow for quick return to normal stool the best thing for the colon is to rest, and this can only be done through fasting. Water should always be available as long as the dog or cat is not vomiting. Vomiting AND diarrhea together can present a serious situation, and professional Veterinary advice and/or care should be sought. A fast for a day or two after some diarrhea is usually all that is necessary to rest the bowels. Break the fast by feeding raw meat, 1/4 cup to 2 cups depending on the size of the dog or a 1/4 cup or 1/8 cup to a cat. Feeding raw meat is like tea and toast for humans when we're not feeling quite right.

A basically healthy dog or cat fed only raw meat (for a few days) will not continue to have diarrhea unless there is another underlying factor causing disease. Feeding commercial dry dog food can act as an continuing irritant to the bowels and prolong and possibly worsen the diarrhea. If the diarrhea continues while the dog is on a raw meat diet for more than two days, further attention is
indicated as an underlying condition might be interfering with return to normal function. In any case, GRADUAL return to the normal diet is to be done slowly and gently over a period of at least four to ten days. If diarrhea begins again after return to normal diet then start looking at the other causes for diarrhea provided in the above list.

Eating supermarket pet foods is like eating cardboard. Our pets just get by on them and the foods lack any real vitality for the flourishing of health. Life is designed to be lived in vitality; surviving is living a slow death even before departure from the body. This is how most of our pets live today on supermarket pet foods. The supermarket pet food is designed to not stir vitality in our pets, and as such, diseases seen as a result from feeding a predominantly grain based diet with preservatives and fillers is a myriad of slow all consuming chronic diseases based on long term, sub-clinical nutritional deficiencies.

Diarrhea can be a normal part of transitioning to a healthier diet. Changing the food to the natural raw meat diet (or to PHD) can sometimes cause diarrhea as the energy content is too rich for the current digestive ability of the animal. With slow transitioning on to the new diet, the pet’s digestive system can acclimate to the higher flow of nourishment.

Repeated bouts of diarrhea, especially in cycles of two to three weeks, or diarrhea seen on the higher vitality diets (PHD or the natural raw meat diet) is usually suggestive of worms even though there may be no laboratory confirmation. As eggs are not always produced and diarrhea has a flushing action in reducing the egg counts in the colon and stools; broad spectrum worming many times eliminates the diarrhea dramatically even without positive egg counts. A second dose is recommended in two to three weeks to prevent reoccurrence, as the worm medications kill only the adult worms and in about 18 days the larval stages have matured and have returned to the scene of their parents, picking up where they left off.

Overfeeding is very common, especially with puppies and kittens. Feeding sufficient quantities of food is based on a habit of feeding readily available commercial feeds. Natural raw meat diets are super concentrated. These diets deliver plentiful high quality nutrition without excessive bulk.

This is not believed by most people as it seems too good to be true. Pets can be fed ½ to 1/3 the quantity of what they were consuming on a "supermarket" food diet, and vitality, haircoat and receptivity will far exceed their previous standard. This is the design of our pet’s natural diet: to not overload the intestinal system while providing easily accessible balanced nutrition. Too much food, with little or no appropriate nutrition passing through a small digestive tube can irritate the walls, and depending on the lack of quality can result in everything from immune disease to systems breakdown; hyperactivity to dullness; and subnormal function in any area of the body.
There is a strong neuronal link between the brain and the colon, in both animals and humans. Changes in routine, household, people or other animals (addition or death), even thunderstorms or changes in barometric pressure can have its effect on the function of the digestive system via the emotional state. A vital healthy animal, exuding the never ending thrill of living will accommodate these changes in life with ease and even greater joy.

Poisons from the body; either deep rooted or transient (infectious, ingested poison, garbage, kilbasi etc..) are concentrated and removed by the colon. An overload can sometimes cause diarrhea in attempting to remove the loosened waste products. This kind of cleansing is not disease; it is the normal, natural response to keeping a clean house. A house can be clean or dirty with a full or empty dumpster.

Excessive, prolonged or recurrent diarrhea, reflective of some underlying cause (see list above) sufficient to drain bodily fluids and electrolytes can weaken the animal; vomiting with diarrhea, weakness, poor appetite, can all be indicators that added professional support might be necessary.

The powerful, loving relationship we have with our pets brings out what we are inside. If our companion animals are clear eyed and full of life’s energy a bout of diarrhea can be viewed as a way of maintaining health. The above suggested approaches will help minimize the length and severity of these transient cleaning out periods. Continued diarrhea or diarrhea with vomiting that weakens our pets in spite of these suggestions warrants added Veterinary support.